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Abstract: Ocean wave design criteria are required for the design of offshore platforms and floating
systems, which are derived using in situ measurements. However, there is uncertainty regarding the
performance of the instruments used for the in situ measurements. The main instruments used by
the offshore industry are the Datawell Directional Waverider buoy and Rosemount WaveRadar, with
Laser instruments also having been used for specific studies. Recent reports indicate measurements
from these three instruments differ in the order of 10% but given the quite disparate nature of the
measurements made by these instruments, it is far from clear what the source of this difference is.
This paper investigates the wave measurement principles of Radar and Laser instruments using
linear wave field simulations to better understand how the instruments perform. The Radar and
Laser simulations include modeling electromagnetic signal beam reflections from water surfaces of
an area equal to their footprint sizes, considering their beam characteristics and antenna pattern. The
study confirms that the Radar underestimates spectral levels at frequencies above 0.5 Hz due to its
significantly larger footprint at the water sea surface compared to the Laser (5.25 m vs. 0.15 m). The
Laser performs well for almost the entire frequency range for all the cases considered.

Keywords: wave measuring instruments; surface wave simulations; Rosemount WaveRadar; Optech Laser

1. Introduction

Accurate wave measurements are required for the optimal design and safe operation
of offshore facilities. It has been reported that good quality data reduce the annual cost of
offshore engineering construction by approximately USD 200 million to USD 1000 million
each year worldwide [1]. Wave measurements are made with a number of different in-
strument types, depending on various needs, such as understanding wave physics [2–10],
calibration/validation of numerical wave forecasting models [11,12], design of offshore
oil and gas platforms [13–16], and climate monitoring [17–20]. Eulerian instrument types,
such as lasers, radars, and wave staffs are used by the offshore industry. Lagrangian
measurements are commonly made using directional buoys. Lasers and radars provide
surface elevation measurements from their respective platforms, without being in contact
with the water, unlike wave staffs, which makes their installation and maintenance rela-
tively easy [21,22]. Principal among the instruments used by the industry are the Datawell
Directional Waverider buoy, the Rosemount WaveRadar (Radar), and the Optech Laser
(Laser) systems. The comparative performance of these instruments in time and frequency
domains can be found in [23,24].

Recent studies have reported that Radar significant wave heights are lower than the
Laser and the Waverider by an order of 10% [13,16,25]. According to [16], in the most
energetic bands, Radar spectral energy estimates are lower (≈10%), and the Laser has
2–3% higher spectral energy compared to the Waverider. However, the cause of these
differences between the instruments is still far from clear. The study in [26] claimed that
two instruments making concurrent measurements would have systematic differences
due to sampling and calibration errors [15], temporal and spatial offsets, and intrinsic
limitations associated with the wave measurements principles. Among oceanographic
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communities, Radars, due to their large beamwidth, are often perceived to provide an
average wave height over a circular footprint on the sea surface [15]. In contrast, the study
in [13] claimed that the Radar does not provide measurements based on a simple, average
over the footprint; instead, the measurements are based on picking a signal based on the
maximum gain reflected over the footprint, which is usually from a point on the surface
that is very close to the vertical. The study reported that the Radar performs well for
frequencies between 0.06 and 0.6 Hz.

The Laser and Radar signals may be affected by sea spray, fog [14], and beam scatter-
ing [27]. Their signals may also be affected by strong wind forcing, due to the increased
wave steepness that results. The higher steepness is expected to reflect more of the radar or
laser electromagnetic signal away from the vertical, resulting in a lower-intensity signal
received by the instruments [28]. On the other hand, the Waverider, due to its Lagrangian
motion, spends more time in a wave crest than trough compared to a fixed sensor, making
its mean water level slightly higher than the actual situation, resulting in canceling out the
second-order non-linearity of wave crests [29–31]. The lower sampling frequency (1.28 Hz),
low and high pass filters, and the use of double integration to obtain displacements from
the measured accelerations, might each contribute to the underestimation of wave crests
by the Waverider [32–34]. However, the study in [35] claimed that Waverider Lagrangian
motion compares well with the Lagrangian motion in the second-order theories proposed
by [36–38].

This study examines the functionality of the Radar and Laser instruments theoretically,
using a linear simulation approach described in [13]. The simulations are based on modeling
the reflections from the surfaces of regions equal in size to their footprints (diameters
of 0.15 m and 5.25 m, respectively), which are further converted into ranges, and the
surface elevations estimated. The simulations are performed for two relatively steep
wind sea states: (1) Hm0 = 5.2 m, TP = 10 s, steepness (ka) = 0.104 and (2) Hm0 = 1.1 m,
TP = 4.5 s, steepness (ka) = 0.109 and a swell sea state: Hm0 = 5.8 m, TP = 14.3 s, steepness
(ka) = 0.057, to investigate theoretically how the footprints may affect the Radar and the
Laser measurements during varying wind and wave conditions. The present analysis
considers relatively steep water surface conditions (H/L = 0.033 ≈ 1/30) in order to assess
the performance of the instruments in demanding, but realistic ocean conditions, similar
to what might be expected from higher-order water surface simulations. In the present
application, our focus is on a “snapshot” of the water surface at an instant in time. We
model the interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with this surface. For such an
application, a linear (Fourier) model is appropriate, as it can represent any desired surface
at that instant in time. The linear model will evolve differently in time to a fully nonlinear
model. However, this has no bearing on the present results. Additionally, we investigate
the Radar signal reflections at specific time steps, indicating how signal intensity/gain is
distributed while measuring crests and troughs.

The organization of the paper is as follows. This introduction is followed by a brief
description of the instrumentation setups of the Radar and Laser in Section 2. Section 3
describes the methods used for surface wave simulations and range-footprint based simu-
lations of the Laser and the Radar. The results are presented in Section 4. Conclusions are
given in Section 5.

2. Instruments

This section covers a brief description of the functionality of the Rosemount WaveR-
adar (Radar) and the OptechTM Laser (Laser) manufactured by RS Aqua Ltd, Aberdeen,
Scotland, U.K. and Optech Incorporated, Vaughan, Ontario, Canada, respectively.

2.1. Rosemount WaveRadar

The Rosemount WaveRadar is a direct downward looking sensor that uses the Fre-
quency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) method to measure range to the sea surface.
It has a transmitter and a parabolic dish antenna with a diameter of 0.44 m, which transmits
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a microwave signal modulated from 9.7 to 10.3 GHz to determine the distance to the sea
surface. The beam divergence angle (beamwidth) of the microwave signal is 10◦, which, for
the Radar Antenna mounted at 30 m height (h) from the surface, makes a circular footprint
with a diameter (d) of 5.25 m (d = 2h tan(5◦)). The specified measurement accuracies of
the Radar for ranges less than and greater than 50 m are ±6 mm and ±12 mm, respectively
(see [39]). A detailed description and full signal processing of the Radar can be found
in [13,22].

2.2. OptechTM Laser

The Optech Laser transmits a rapid pulse of the narrow laser beam of wavelength
905 nm (invisible infrared) with a divergence angle of 0.28◦ to measure the distance to the
sea surface. The transmitted laser pulses are reflected from the surface and received by the
system receiver. The Laser assembly has a high-speed counter which measures the time
of flight, which, combined with the speed of light, provides the range to the sea surface.
The footprint diameter (d) of the laser unit mounted at 30 m height (h) from the mean sea
level is 0.15 m (d = 2h tan(0.14◦) = 0.15 m). A more detailed description of the Laser can
be found in [40].

3. Methods
3.1. Surface Wave Simulations

Linear simulations are performed to produce water surface regions with a spatial
resolution of 0.01 m and area approximately equal to the footprints of the Radar (5 m × 5 m)
and the Laser (0.15 m × 0.15 m) using linear numerical (Fourier) modeling (Figure 1). For
both the instruments, JONSWAP spectra representing wave fields of significant wave
heights (Hm0) 5.2 m, 1.1 m, and 5.8 m, and corresponding peak frequencies ( fP) of 0.1 Hz,
0.22 Hz, and 0.07 Hz, with bimodal directional spreading [41] and 1◦ directional resolution,
are used as input to the simulations. The water depth is 125 m. The swell simulations
(third case) are run using the JONSWAP parameterization proposed in [42] with peak
enhancement factors (γ) for swell and wind components of 15.0 and 3.3, respectively. The
frequency resolution and range for the simulations are chosen to provide a time series
of 4096 points with a time step of 0.2 s (5 Hz sampling frequency). The one-dimensional
frequency spectrum (Figure 2a), frequency-direction spectrum (Figure 2b), and directional
distribution at fP, 2 fP, and 3 fP (Figure 3c) representing the wave field of sea states with
5.2 m significant wave height (Hm0) and peak wave period of 10 s, are given in Figure 2.
The color contours in Figure 2b represent spectral energy density in m2 Hz−1 deg−1.
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wave height (Hm0) and peak frequency of 5.2 m and 0.1 Hz, respectively.

3.2. Radar and Laser Simulations

The simulations of the Radar and Laser returns from the water surface follow the laws
of reflection and involve a number of modeling steps defined by the design parameters
for Radar antenna, the range to points at the sea surface at an instant of time, the modeled
attenuation as a function of range, and modeled surface reflection from each point on the
surface. Because of the small footprint (0.15 m diameter), the effect of the antenna beam
pattern is not considered for the Laser simulations. Both the Lase and Radar simulations
use an ideal diffuse reflector, which is termed a Lambertian reflector, producing the same
reflection intensity signals at all reflection angles. In numerical simulations, the Lambertian
reflection is used as a model for diffuse reflection [43]. However, according to [13], all
reflector types (Lambertian, Diffuse, and Specular) produce similar spectral energy levels
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for frequencies up to 0.8 Hz. The maximum reflection is expected at zero degrees. The
complete signal processing method is described in [13]. The basic steps involved in the
Radar and Laser simulations are summarized as follows:

1. At each time step, simulated water surface regions (footprints) of the Radar (5 m × 5 m)
and the Laser (0.15 m × 0.15 m) (Figure 1) with a spatial resolution of 0.01 m having a
total of 251,001 and 256 grid points, respectively, are converted into a coordinate matrix.

2. The location of the Radar and the Laser is fixed in space at the coordinate origin (0,0,0),
located horizontally at the center of the water surface (footprint), and 30 m above mean
water level for these simulations.

3. The distance, r, of each grid point from the position of the instrument is calculated
from the geometry.

4. At each time step, the signal strength (E) in terms of gain (intensity), which is a function of
range (r) and beam divergence angle (θ), is given as: Ei(xi, yi, zi) = E(θi)A(2ri)R(θi),
where E(θi) is the signal strength at the angle θi subtended by the point xi, yi, zi to
downward vertical at the antenna location (0,0,0), where zi = η(xi, yi). A(2ri) is the
gain attenuation associated with the path loss over the range (ri). R(θi) is the diffuse
reflection coefficient.

5. The reflected signals at each time step are ordered in terms of range, and a cumulative
sum of the gains is calculated. The cumulative sum is smoothed, and the density
function is derived. The estimated surface elevation is associated with the maximum
of the density function. We call this signal the dominant signal (dominant range).

6. Additionally, we record the averaged signal, which is the mean of the ranges estimated
at each time step.

7. As discussed, we have gain values for each range at each time step. We record the
signal associated with the maximum gain, which is called the maximum gain signal
(not maximum of the density function).

8. We compare these simulated signal elevations with the actual surface elevations at the
Radar and Laser locations of the water surface (0,0). The actual surface elevations are
the time series of surface elevations produced from linear simulations at the positions
of the instruments (0,0).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Actual Surface Elevation vs. Radar and Laser Simulation

This section compares actual surface elevations with the Radar and Laser simulated
surface elevations for three different wind sea and swell conditions. The Radar and Laser
simulations include surface elevations estimated from averaged signals (Average Range),
maximum gain, and dominant signals processed over their footprints. All three signals are
compared against actual surface elevations in time and frequency domains. The power
spectral density is computed using the Welch method [44], with a Blackman–Harris win-
dow and 50% overlap. First, we examine the performance of the Radar and Laser for a
higher sea state representing significant wave height (Hm0) of 5.2 m and peak frequency
( fP) 0.1 Hz, and then for a relatively low sea state with Hm0 and fP equal to 1.1 m and
0.22 Hz, respectively. Next, we investigate their performance for a swell component with a
significant wave height (Hm0) of 5.8 m and peak frequency ( fP) of 0.07 Hz. These simula-
tions indicate how the footprints of the Radar and Laser might affect their performance for
varying wind–sea and swell conditions.

4.1.1. High Sea State: Hm0 = 5.2 m, fP = 0.10 Hz, ka = 0.104

Figure 3a–c compare actual surface elevations derived from the simulated water
surfaces produced at the horizontal location (0,0) of the vertical to the Radar with the
average range and, ranges associated with the maximum gain, and dominant signals
over the Radar footprint (water surface of size 5 m × 5 m) representing a sea state of
significant wave height (Hm0) of 5.2 m and peak frequency of 0.1 Hz, respectively. A similar
comparison for the Laser (footprint: 0.15 m × 0.15 m) is given in Figure 3d–f (for more
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details, see Section 3.2). The comparisons are made using scatter plots with summary
statistics in terms of a total number of data points (N), coefficient of determination (R2),
mean absolute bias (MAB) and root mean square error (RMSE).

Figure 3 shows that actual surface elevations (η) are in excellent agreement with the
surface elevations associated with the maximum gain over its footprint (RMSE = 0.02 m)
(Figure 3b). The dominant signal (Figure 3c) also agrees well with actual surface elevations
compared to the averaged ranges (Figure 3a). The scatter is clearly higher for the averaged
signal compared to the other three signals, and as indicated by the RMSE values (Average
range RMSE = 0.36 m, Maximum gain RMSE = 0.02 m, Dominant Signal RMSE = 0.08 m).
The study in [13] reported that the Radar measures the ranges associated with the dominant
signal (maximum of the density function derived), but these simulations suggest that its
measurement accuracy would be increased if the signal associated with the direct maximum
gain is used (not with the maximum of the density function). However, given such a large
footprint and the associated backscatter, the signal maximum is practically not possible to
measure with any degree of accuracy and is given only for comparison. On the other hand,
because of the significantly smaller footprint (diameter = 0.15 m), all three signals of the
Laser provide very accurate estimates of the actual surface elevations (Figure 3d–f). The
effect of the reduced beam width is clear in Figure 3a,d, showing the surface elevation from
the Laser averaged ranges are in much better agreement with the actual surface elevations
(η) than those from the Radar.

To examine these signals in the frequency domain, Figure 4 compares one-dimensional
frequency spectra estimated using surface elevations from averaged ranges, maximum gain,
and dominant signals derived from the Radar (Figure 4a) and Laser (Figure 4c) simulations.
In Figure 4b,d, we present ratios of spectral energy estimated from averaged ranges (Eavg),
maximum gain (Emg), and dominant signal (Eds) to the spectral energy estimated using
actual surface elevations referred to as the actual spectrum (Eac), denoted by a black plus
(+), green diamond, and purple cross (x) markers, respectively. The ratios are compared as
a function of f

fP
, where fP is the peak frequency in Hz.

Figure 4 shows that the Radar dominant signal spectral levels agree well with those
of the actual spectrum for frequencies up to 0.5 Hz

(
f
fP

≈ 5
)

, but between 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz(
f
fP

≈ 10
)

, it slightly underestimates the spectral levels (purple marker in Figure 4b).
Due to the significantly large footprint (diameter = 5.25 m), at higher frequencies, this
underestimation is conjectured to be caused by the higher frequencies affecting the gain
distribution of the Radar signal, resulting in the estimated range being lower than the
actual range. Such behavior was observed for the Radar signals at specific time steps when
crests were relatively lower, and troughs were deeper. The overestimation above 1 Hz
might be caused by higher frequencies affecting the distribution of signal gain over the
Radar footprint. Interestingly, the results from the dominant signal of the Radar agree well
with field measurements compared to the Waverider examined in [16,23,24] and agree well
with what was reported by [13]. These simulations suggest that the Radar performance,
however, can be improved if the Radar provides the ranges associated with the maximum
gain signal (not with the maximum of the density function) as it reproduces the spectral
levels of the actual spectrum with superior accuracy for frequencies up to 1.2 Hz

(
f
fP

≈ 12
)

(green markers in Figure 4b). However, as discussed above, this signal cannot practically
be measured. The spectral levels from the averaged ranges (black marker in Figure 4b) are
significantly lower than the actual spectral levels for frequencies above 0.28 Hz

(
f
fP

≈ 2.8
)

,
which suggests that if the Radar performed averaging of the signals over its footprint, it
would provide inaccurate measurement above 0.28 Hz, which does not agree with the
results from field measurements [16,23,24]. These studies have reported Radar spectral
levels for frequencies above 0.25 Hz being lower than the Waverider by only approximately
10%, compared with an underestimation of more than 50% in case of the simulations.
This difference further increases at higher frequencies (more than 100%). A common
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misconception is that the measurements are representative of an average over the footprint,
but it is clear that the results here show how this would result in large inaccuracies.
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Figure 4. Comparison of one-dimensional frequency spectra estimated from actual surface elevations
with the spectra derived from the simulated surface elevations of the Radar (a,b) and the Laser
(c,d) from averaged ranges, ranges associated with maximum gain and dominant signals for a sea
state with a significant wave height (Hm0) and peak frequency of 5.2 m and 0.1 Hz, respectively.

Figure 4c,d suggest that spectral levels from all three signals processed over the Laser
footprint (0.15 m × 0.15 m) are in very good agreement with those from the actual surface
elevations (actual spectrum) over the entire frequency range (up to 2.5 Hz). However, the
spectral levels from the averaged signal underestimate above 1.5 Hz.

These simulations suggest that for sea states with significant wave heights (Hm0) and
peak wave periods around 5 m and 10 s, respectively, the footprint affects the wave mea-
surements made at frequencies above approximately 0.5 Hz. This suggests that, at higher
frequencies, the Laser measurements might be expected to be more reliable compared to
the Radar. Similar results were observed for linear simulations derived for a sea state with
Hm0 and peak wave period of 6.3 m and 10 s, respectively, using the Donelan spectrum [45],
which has a high frequency f−4 tail, as input. It was found that the underestimation of
spectral energy by the Radar for frequencies between 0.5 and 1 Hz for the Donelan spectrum
is slightly higher than the JONSWAP spectrum, as given in Figure 4b.
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4.1.2. Low Sea State: Hm0 = 1.1 m, fP = 0.22 Hz, ka = 0.109

A similar comparison of the Radar and Laser performance at a relatively low sea state
is given in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 suggests that at lower sea states, the performance of
the Radar slightly decreases as the dominant signal (Figure 5c) agreement with the actual
surface elevations is relatively weaker compared to that at higher sea states (see Figure 3c).
The performance of the averaged signal also decreases (Figure 5a). However, the Radar
maximum gain signal performance is almost unchanged (Figure 5b). Again, this suggests
that if the Radar could measure the range associated with the maximum intensity (gain)
over its footprint, it could reproduce the actual surface elevations with the highest accuracy
in both low and high sea states. The surface elevation estimates for this sea state, from all
three Laser signals (Figure 5d–f) compare closely with the actual surface elevations, which
may be a consequence of the small sea surface footprint (0.15 m) (Figure 5d–f).
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levels from the simulated signals to the actual spectral levels show that the spectral levels
from the Radar dominant signal agree well with the actual spectral levels for frequencies
up to 3.5 times the peak frequency ( f = 3.5 fP = 3.5 × 0.22 = 0.77 Hz) (Figure 6b).
Above f

fP
≈ 4, the dominant signal spectral levels are significantly higher than the actual

spectral levels. As shown in Figure 5, the performance of the maximum gain signal is
relatively better than the dominant signal. However, at frequencies above five times
the peak frequency, its spectral levels are slightly lower than the actual spectral levels.
The spectral levels from the averaged ranges agree well with actual spectral levels for
frequencies up to approximately 1.5 times the peak frequency (1.5 × 0.22 = 0.33 Hz). Above
0.33 Hz, the averaged signal underestimates the spectral levels.
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4.1.3. Swell: Hm0 = 5.8 m, fP = 0.07 Hz, ka = 0.057

Similarly, we examine the Radar and Laser performance for a swell dominating
sea state with a significant wave height (Hm0) and peak frequency ( fP) of 5.8 m and
0.07 Hz, respectively (Figures 7 and 8). Figures 7 and 8 indicate that all three Radar
signals (averaged, maximum gain, and dominant) compare relatively well with the actual
surface elevations (Figure 7a–c) and their spectral levels (Figure 8). Both in time and
frequency domains compared well to the wind sea state conditions, particularly the high
sea state (Figures 3 and 5). The dominant and maximum gain spectral levels agree well with
actual spectral levels for almost the frequency range,

(
f
fP

= 18
)

. However, the averaged
(Figure 7a) and dominant signal RMSE values shown in scatter plots (Figure 7a,c) are
slightly larger than the results for high and low wind-sea states (Figures 3 and 5), but
their spectral performance is slightly better (the differences are lower than seen in the
wind sea states) (Figures 7 and 8). The values of RMSE and mean absolute bias (MAB)
increase with the increase in the significant wave height (Swell > High Sea State > Low
Sea State), particularly for the Radar averaged and dominant signals. As above, all three
Laser signals compare well with the actual surface elevations, both in time and frequency
domains (Figures 7d–f and 8). Overall, the results for both instruments are almost the same.
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In summary, these simulations suggest that at higher sea states (Figures 3 and 4), the
Radar’s dominant signal performs well for frequencies up to 0.5 Hz ( f = 5 fP = 0.5 Hz);
however, above 0.5 Hz, it underestimates the spectral levels, which is believed to be caused
by its relatively large footprint (5.25 m diameter, when sensor is 30 m above mean water
level), affecting signal gain distribution at the sea surface, particularly at higher frequencies.
At lower sea states (Figures 5 and 6), its performance slightly decreases (shown by increased
scatter in Figure 5); however, its spectral levels still agree well with those from actual
surface elevations for frequencies up to 3.5 times the peak frequency ( f = 3.5 fP = 0.77 Hz)
(Figure 6). Notably, the Radar performance is superior for the swell dominating higher sea
state (Figures 7 and 8): performing well for frequencies up to 15 times the peak frequency
( f = 15 fP = 1.05 Hz). All three Laser signals compare well with actual surface elevations
due to the tiny footprint (0.15 m), irrespective of the sea states, but the simulations suggest
that the footprint size might affect wave measurements made at frequencies above 0.5 Hz.
We believe the spectral energy overestimation (2–3%) by Laser, and as found also in [16],
is associated with the poor quality of the Laser data used for the analysis. The Laser data
must go through an exhaustive quality control procedure before a detailed analysis can
be performed [23]. In addition, the simulations confirm that the Radar does not perform
averaging over its footprint, also substantiated by [13], contrary to what has sometimes
been speculated (that the Radar provides averaged ranges over its footprint), e.g., in [15].

4.2. Radar Dominant Signal at Specific Time Steps

Ref. [13] modelled the Radar using the dominant signal to measure the vertical distance
to the sea surface. In the sections above, we have investigated three different models for
the signal processed over water surfaces of sizes 5 m × 5 m at each time step, including
the dominant, but the analysis above does not provide details on how the dominant signal
gain distribution is affected for specific surface elevations around crests and troughs as
a function of range. Therefore, in this section, we examine the dominant signal gain
distribution and associated range, comparing it with actual surface elevation (η), for two
relatively different crests: 3.2 m and 0.78 m, and troughs: −4.1 m and −0.2 m, which
occurred at 19.8, 221, 15, and 79.8 s, respectively, from the start of the record of the high
sea state condition (Figures 3 and 4). In all four cases, each figure has time series plots of
the actual surface elevation (η), average range, maximum gain, and dominant signal with
black plus (+) marker, indicating the crest or trough vertically below the sensor location.
Color contour plots show the water surface and Radar range over its footprint (5 m × 5 m)
with black plus (+) markers at the center, indicating the crest or trough at that time step.
A color contour plot shows the normalized received signal gain (G/Gmax) over the Radar
footprint. The normalized dominant signal gain is shown as a function of range with green
and black lines indicating the ranges associated with the maximum of the gain density
function (solid red line) (Radar η) and actual surface elevation (actual η) denoted by the
black plus (+) markers in time series and all color contour plots. The (0,0) is the location of
the Radar in space.

The Radar signal reflections using the antenna beam pattern (see [13]) are processed
over these water surfaces; the ranges are estimated using geometry and received signal
gain (G) from the equation, E(x, y, z) = E(θ)A(2r)R(θ) (described in Section 3.2), and
are normalized by dividing by the maximum gain (Gmax). The estimated ranges and
normalized received signal gain are shown in the color contour plots separately at 19.8 and
221 s. Figures 9d and 10d indicate that the maximum gain is at the center, the location
of the Radar (0,0) or at zero degrees divergence angle, which, as per the antenna beam
pattern, is accurate. The cumulative sum of the received signal gain is estimated, smoothed,
and a density function is derived. The normalized signal gain density function (G/Gmax)
as a function of the range is given in Figures 9e and 10e at these crest elevations. The
range associated with the maximum of the density function derived is measured by the
Radar (solid green line) and is called the dominant signal. The solid black line is the range
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(30 − 3.21 = 26.79 m) associated with the actual surface elevation (η = 3.21 m) expected to
be measured by the Radar.
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4.2.1. Crest Elevations

Figures 9 and 10 represent the Radar full signal processing to measure a crest elevation
of 3.2 m and 0.78 m occurring at 19.8 and 221 s, respectively, shown by black plus (+)
markers in the time series plots (Figures 9a and 10a).

As per the antenna Received Signal Gain beam pattern, the Radar has its maximum
signal intensity (gain) underneath the sensor at zero degrees beam divergence angle
(Figures 9d and 10d center). The Radar antenna signal intensity decreases at angles away
from the antenna center (see Figure 4 in ref [13]). Figures 9e and 10e show that the maxi-
mum of the dominant signal gain (G/Gmax = 1) occurs at a slightly shorter range than the
actual position of the Radar (0,0) (solid black lines), resulting in a slightly larger value of
surface elevation than the actual. It is possible that this is caused by the change in position
of the highly intense signal over the large Radar footprint, probably associated with the
crest that occurs a second or so later. Given the inherent inaccuracies with the simulations,
minor deviations in the signal gain distribution are expected. For a 3.2 m high crest, the
dominant signal gain is appropriately distributed as per the Radar antenna beam pattern,
decreasing with the increase in the range away from the Radar position (0,0) (Figure 9e).
However, for a relatively small 0.78 m high crest, the signal gain decreases with an increase
in the range up to 29.5 m (Figure 10), but after this, it again significantly increases and
then decreases towards the range end. It appears the Radar antenna beam pattern has
two separate maxima over its footprint, suggesting the Radar signal gain might not be
appropriately distributed for such small crests over such a large footprint. For such small
crests, path loss over range increases, which decreases the intensity of the reflected signal.
Therefore, the high-intensity signal might not be underneath the Radar at zero degrees
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angle and would result in the selection of a point away from the actual position of the
Radar (0,0). For smaller crests, the change in the angle of reflection might also affect the
position of the high-intensity signal.
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4.2.2. Trough Depths

The dominant signal is similarly examined for two relatively different troughs with
depths of −4.1 m and −0.2 m, respectively. The time steps at which these troughs occurred,
denoted by black plus (+) markers, are given in the time series plots (Figures 11a and 12a).
At these time steps, the water surface regions, estimated ranges, and normalized received
signal gains over the Radar footprint are shown using color contours in Figure 11b–d
(−4.1 m) and Figure 12b–d (−0.2 m). For these troughs, the processed normalized dominant
signal gains as a function of the range are given in Figures 11e and 12e.

As seen in Figures 11d and 12d, the maximum signal intensity (gain) is at the location
of the Radar (0,0) (black plus (+) at the center) corresponding to the surface elevations
at the centers of the water surface regions shown in Figures 11b and 12b. The ranges
corresponding to these surface elevations are shown at the centers of Figures 11c and 12c
and solid black lines in Figures 11e and 12e, which are expected to be provided by the
dominant signal. However, these figures suggest that the ranges corresponding to the
maximum of the normalized signal gain density function (solid green) are slightly different
from the actual ranges (solid black). The difference is higher for the relatively deeper
trough (Figure 11e). In a similar manner to that observed for the 0.78 m crest elevation,
the signal gain distribution for these troughs does not follow the Radar received signal
beam pattern (antenna beam pattern). The signal gain fluctuates with an increase in the
range, indicated by several peaks (gain maximum) over its footprint due to the attenuation
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associated with loss over range and the change in reflection angle with wave slope. This
problem is relatively more pronounced for the deeper trough (depth = −4.1 m).
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In summary, the dominant signal follows the Radar beam antenna pattern accurately
for the 3.2 m high crest, which corresponds to the lowest range (Range = 30 − 3.2 = 26.8 m)
(Figure 9e). However, for the deepest trough (depth −4.1 m) corresponding to the highest
range (Range = 30 − (−4.1) = 34.1 m) (Figure 11e), it does not follow the Radar antenna
beam pattern accurately. The dominant signal gain distribution is approximately the same
for the 0.78 m high crest (Range = 30 − 0.78 = 29.22 m) (Figure 10e) and −0.2 m deep
trough (Range = 30 − (−0.2) = 30.2 m) (Figure 12e), both partially following the Radar
antenna beam pattern. This analysis suggests that the dominant Received Signal Gain
distribution deviates from the Radar antenna beam pattern at higher ranges. This might
be caused by the increase in path loss (gain loss) over range, decreasing the overall signal
intensity at higher ranges [13], suggesting the Radar dominant signal will provide relatively
better measurements of higher crests (low range) compared to lower crests and deeper
troughs (high range). The path loss over range might also be responsible for why the
Radar underestimates spectral levels for frequencies above 0.5 Hz (see Section 4.1). In all
four cases, the Radar ranges are slightly lower than the actual ranges (underestimating),
indicated by the solid green and black lines (Figures 9e, 10e, 11e and 12e), respectively,
which is a consequence of the antenna beam width, and due to the highly attenuated signal
with azimuth. The effective footprint is small in comparison to that estimated from the
beam width.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the results of an investigation of wave measurement principles
of a Rosemount WaveRadar (Radar) and an OptechTM Laser (Laser) using linear simu-
lations. Their simulations are based on the approach described in [13], which includes
modeling the electromagnetic signal reflections from the water surface to estimate the
range (vertical distance) for sensors located at a 30 m height from the sea surface. The
simulations are performed for two relatively steep wind seas (1. Hm0 = 5.2 m, TP = 10 s,
ka = 0.104, 2. Hm0 = 1.1 m, TP = 4.5 s, ka = 0.109) and a swell (3. Hm0 = 5.8 m, TP = 14.3 s,
ka = 0.057) condition.

The Laser and Radar simulations confirm the dominant signal, which is believed
to be the signal that the radar measurements record, performs well for frequencies up
to 0.5 Hz. However, above 0.5 Hz, Radar underestimates the actual spectral levels
(Figures 4b, 6b and 8b). Its performance is slightly better for the swell condition (up to
0.77 Hz) (Figure 8b). Due to the relatively smaller footprint (0.15 m), all three Laser signals
perform well for almost the entire frequency range for all three cases (Figures 4d, 6d and 8d).
This is consistent with the decreased performance of the Radar dominant signal at higher
frequencies, resulting from the significantly larger footprint (5.25 m) at the sea surface.
This affects the signal gain distribution by randomly shifting the maximum of density
function. Another consequence of the larger footprint is that at higher ranges (smaller
crests or troughs), the dominant signal does not follow the Radar antenna beam pattern as
accurately as the lower ranges (higher crests). At higher ranges (smaller waves), the signal
path loss increases [13], and there is increased reflected signal returns at a larger distance
from the vertical to the sensor.
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